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Groove out to some upbeat rockers, or chill out to some soulful ballads. Stereobuss will fill your body,

mind, and soul with some insanely smooth pleasure, so if you like feeling good, take a listen. 8 MP3

Songs POP: Pop/Rock, ROCK: Soft Rock Details: Summer 2007 marks the release of Stereobuss first

independent studio album, Song is the Lifeblood. The Vancouver based pop rock band was formed in late

2006 by Tom Howie, who is the lead singer, songwriter and visionary of the emerging group. Tom, along

with lead guitarist Jason Nett and an experienced lineup of contributing artists have spent the last six

months recording the album in Vancouver. The record features eight memorable tracks with honest, raw

lyrics about self exploration and lifes purpose. Guitars, trumpet, bass, piano, keyboards and percussion

are combined to create the albums diverse and soulful sound. Included in the collaboration of musicians

on the album, Sarah McLachlan lends piano and background vocals to Stereobuss talent. Song is the

Lifeblood was produced by Mowgli (Sarah McLachlan), Tom Howie and Jason Nett and engineered by

Chris Potter (Bryan Adams, Sarah McLachlan). The band is currently focused on live performances to

share their sound throughout Western Canada. Calgary is the first to experience a sampling of

Stereobuss new tracks since the release of the new album. They will continue to play and promote the

record in British Columbia in the fall, and work on a new album will begin in the next few months.

Stereobuss is a band dedicated to artistic freedom and exploration. Their goal is to bring innovation and

fresh sounds to the music industry as they continue to create their own new style of music. Expect to see

and hear great things from this collaboration of emerging talent, as Stereobuss is a musical force that has

only begun to deliver.
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